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Abstract: Analyzing the dynamic faulty behavior in
DRAMs is a severely time consuming task, because of the
exponential growth of the analysis time needed with each
memory operation added to the sensitizing operation se-
quence of the fault. In this paper, a new fault analysis ap-
proach for DRAM cell defects is presented where the total
infinite space of dynamic faulty behavior can be approxi-
mated within a limited amount of analysis time. The paper
also presents the analysis results for some cell defects us-
ing the new approach, in combination with detection con-
ditions that guarantee the detection of any detectable dy-
namic faults in the defective cell.
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1 Introduction

Any memory faulty behavior can be denoted by the fol-
lowing notation <S=F=R>, referred to as a fault primi-
tive (FP) [vdGoor00]. S describes the sensitizing opera-
tion sequence (SOS) that sensitizes the fault; F describes
the value of the faulty cell, F 2 f0; 1g; and R describes
the logic output level of a read operation, R 2 f0; 1;�g.
If the operation that sensitizes the fault is a write opera-
tion, then the memory has no expected output, in which
case R will be assigned the value ’–’. For example, the
up-transition fault (TF") is denoted by <0w1=0=�>, the
down-transition fault is denoted by <1w0=1=�>, and the
read destructive 1 fault (RDF1) is denoted by <1r1=0=0>.
FPs can be classified according to #C, the number of dif-
ferent cells accessed during an SOS, and according to #O,
the number of different operations performed in an SOS. A
taxonomy of FPs is shown in Figure 1.

Any increase in #O translates into an exponential in-
crease in the number of SOSes and FPs to be analyzed,
which in turn exponentially increases the simulation time.
This can be clearly seen in the following relations for the
number of single-cell SOSes and single-cell FPs (#C = 1)
as a function of #O [Al-Ars99]:
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Figure 1. Taxonomy of fault primitives.

#single-cell SOSes = 2 � 3#O

#single-cell FPs =

(
2 : #O = 0

10 � 3(#O�1) : #O � 1

In the first relation, note that any SOS starts with either 0
or 1, followed by eitherw0, w1 or r. In the second relation,
two state faults are possible when #O = 0, 10 faults are
possible (2 for w0, 2 for w1, and 6 for r) when #O = 1,
which is multiplied by 3 for each added operation.

Figure 1 indicates the presence of two different types
of faults: static faults which refer to faults sensitized by
at least one single operation, and dynamic faults which
refer to faults sensitized by more than one operation
[vdGoor00]. The analysis of dynamic faulty behavior of
memories is inherently difficult since it requires predicting
the behavior of an unlimited (infinite) number of sequences
of operations. This is also true when simulation is used to
establish the dynamic behavior, since such simulations re-
quire an unlimited amount of time to perform.

Previous work on dynamic behavior has either been lim-
ited to the impact of specific types of memory operations
(sequences of reads, for example) [vdGoor98], or only con-
cerned with analyzing a limited number of dynamic se-
quences to limit simulation time [Al-Ars00, Al-Ars01]. In
this paper, we introduce a new approach where the total
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(infinite) dynamic faulty behavior for a given defect can be
approximated. Furthermore, it is shown that the new anal-
ysis is relatively faster than the conventional one.

This paper begins with a description of the conventional
approach to analyze the faulty behavior in Section 2. Sec-
tion 3 introduces the new approximation approach to per-
form the fault analysis. Then, Section 4 presents the results
of applying the new analysis on a memory using defect in-
jection and simulation. Finally, Section 5 ends with the
conclusions.

2 Conventional analysis

In this section, the conventional fault analysis approach,
called the precise simulation, is discussed. The section
starts with an example, then the properties of the precise
simulation are presented.

2.1 Example of analysis

Consider the open defect (Rop) within a DRAM cell, as
shown in Figure 2, where Spice simulations are to be used
to analyze the faulty behavior resulting from this open. The
analysis takes a range of possible open resistances into
consideration (1
 � Rop � 10 M
, for example). The
injected open in the cell model creates a floating node of
the cell capacitor, the voltage of which (Vc) may vary be-
tween Vdd = 2.4 V and GND. Determining which of the
two sides of an injected open is floating depends on the
type of the open [Al-Ars02]. The floating node for opens
within memory cells is taken to be the node connected to
the cell capacitor, since the other node is controlled by the
pass transistor.

BL WL

Rop

cV

Figure 2. DRAM memory cell with an open defect.

Next, the fault analysis is performed for some points
in the (Vc; Rop) plane, which is called the analysis space.
Therefore, a number of values for Vc and Rop are selected
to perform the fault analysis. This usually corresponds to
applying a grid on the analysis space giving rise to a num-
ber of intersection points where the analysis is performed.

For each analysis point in the analysis space , the faulty
behavior of the memory is analyzed by simulating a num-
ber of memory operations. The more operations are sim-
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Figure 3. Conventional fault analysis results of the open in Figure 2 in
the (Vc; Rop) analysis space.

ulated, the more accurate our understanding of the faulty
behavior becomes. However, the number of different pos-
sible SOSes grows exponentially with respect to #O ac-
cording to the relation: #SOSes = 2 � 3#O. Therefore,
the more operations are performed, the more time it takes
to carry out the analysis, which makes it important to limit
the number of used operations. For example, if sequences
of only two operations (#O = 2) are considered to be
performed on a single memory cell, then 2 � 3#O = 18
different sequences of w0, w1 and r are possible. Each of
these sequences has to be performed at each analysis point
in the analysis space.

Figure 3 shows the fault analysis results performed for
the open shown in Figure 2. The results were generated
SOSes of at most 2 operations [Al-Ars01]. The analysis
results are organized as fault regions in the analysis space,
and they change gradually (i.e., continuously) with respect
to Vc and Rop . For example, Region B5 in Figure 3 con-
tains the fault TF" (<0w1=0=�>), while Region A1 con-
tains the static fault TF# (<1w0=1=�>) and the dynamic
fault RDF10 (<1w0r0=1=1>).

2.2 Fault analysis time

In this section, we will try to estimate the time needed to
perform the fault analysis using the precise simulation ap-
proach. The time needed can be described by the following
relation:

Tpsim = #P �#SOS � Tsos

where #P is the number of analysis points in the analy-
sis space, #SOS is the number of SOSes to be performed
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for each analysis point (equals 2 � 3#O), and Tsos is the
time needed to simulate each SOS. Furthermore, #P can
be further decomposed into #P = #X �#Y , where #X
is the number of points taken along the x-axis of the analy-
sis space, and #Y is the number of points taken along the
y-axis of the analysis space. Tsos can also be further de-
composed as Tsos = To �#O, where To is the simulation
time needed for a single memory operation.

We use the analysis performed in Figure 3 as an exam-
ple, where Vc is taken to be the x-axis and Rop is taken to
be the y-axis.

1. #X = 10 points (10 Vc values on a linear scale, GND
� Vc � 2:4 V)

2. #Y = 16 points (2 Rop values per decade on a loga-
rithmic scale, 1
 � Rop � 10 M
)

3. #SOS = 18 (2-operation SOSes)
4. To = 10 s
5. #O = 2
This adds up to Tpsim = #X �#Y �#SOS �To �#O =

10 � 16 � 18 � 10 � 2 = 57600 s = 16 hours. Note that despite
the restriction of the analyzed #O to 2, the simulation still
takes a long time to perform.

3 New analysis

In this section, the new fault analysis approach, called the
approximate simulation, is discussed. The section starts
with an example, then the properties of the approximate
simulation approach are presented.

3.1 Example of analysis

The new approximate simulation approach is different
from precise simulation in that it enables investigating the
analysis space for operation sequences with any #O, but
with a limited amount of analysis time. It achieves this by
compromising the accuracy of the results.

Consider the defective DRAM cell shown in Figure 2,
where an open (Rop) makes the voltage across the cell ca-
pacitor (Vc) relatively floating. The analysis takes a range
of possible open resistances (1
 � Rop � 10 M
) and
possible cell voltages (GND � Vc � Vdd) into considera-
tion.

Next, a number of Rop values are selected for which
the analysis is to be performed. In this approach, three dif-
ferent (Vc; Rop) result planes are generated, one for each
memory operation (w0, w1, and r). Each result plane de-
scribes the impact of successive w0, successivew1, or suc-
cessive r operations on Vc for a given value of Rop . Fig-
ure 4 shows the three result planes for the three memory
operations performed for the open shown in Figure 2.

Plane of w0: This result plane is shown in Figure 4(a).
To generate this figure, the floating cell voltage Vc is ini-
tialized to Vdd (because a w0 operation is performed) and
then the operation sequence 1w0w0:::w0 is applied to the
cell for each simulated value of Rop . The net result of this
sequence is the gradual decrease (depending on the value
of Rop) of Vc towards GND. The voltage level after each
w0 operation is recorded on the result plane, which results
in a number of curves in the plane. Each curve is indicated
by an arrow pointing in the direction of voltage change.
The arrows are numbered as (n)w0 where n is the number
of w0 operations needed to get to the indicated curve. We
stop performing the w0 sequence when the voltage change
�Vc as a result of w0 operations becomes small enough.
In this example, we stop the sequence when �Vc � 0.24
V since simulations show that this value is small enough
to give a good resolution of the faulty behavior. The mid-
point voltage (Vmp) (the cell voltage that makes up the bor-
der between a stored 0 and 1) is also indicated in the figure
with a solid vertical line. The figure also shows a dotted
curve for the sense amplifier threshold voltage (Vsa ). This
curve is discussed below when the result plane of r is pre-
sented.

Plane of w1: This result plane is shown in Figure 4(b).
To generate this figure, Vc is initialized to GND and then
the operation sequence 0w1w1:::w1 is applied to the cell.
The result is the gradual increase of Vc towards Vdd. The
voltage level after each w1 operation is recorded on the re-
sult plane, which gives a number of curves in the plane.
The curves are indicated in the same way as for the curves
in the plane of w0. We stop the w1 sequence when �Vc
becomes small enough (0.24 V in this example). It is inter-
esting to note the bump the curve (1)w1 has in Figure 4(b)
at aboutRop = 100 k
. This is theRop value above which
the sense amplifier fails in sensing the stored 0, and senses
a 1 instead, which helps the w1 operation in charging up
the cell to a higher Vc. Vmp is also indicated in the figure
using a solid vertical line, and Vsa as a dotted curve.

Plane of r: This result plane is shown in Figure 4(c).
To generate this figure, first the threshold voltage of the
sense amplifier (Vsa ) (the cell voltage above which the
sense amplifier detects a 1, and below which detects a 0)
is established and indicated on the result plane (shown as
a bold curve in the figure). The curve bends gradually to-
wards GND as Rop increases and the voltage differential
across the sense amplifier decreases. This means that the
sense amplifier in the model is not perfectly balanced, but
is slightly biased towards detecting a 1 on the expense of
detecting a 0. Then the sequence rrr:::r is applied twice:
first for Vc that is initially marginally less than Vsa , and
a second time for Vc that is marginally more than Vsa . In
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Figure 4. Result planes of the approximate simulation for the operations (a) w0, (b) w1, and (c) r.

our example, we perform the sequence after initializing the
cell to a Vc that is 0.12 V higher and 0.12 V lower than Vsa .
This voltage is half of the �Vc we chose to stop our simu-
lations. The voltage level after each r operation is recorded
on the result plane which results in a number of curves on
the plane. The curves are indicated in the same way as for
the curves in the plane of w0. For example, with Vc < Vsa
(the part below the bold curve in the figure) only one oper-
ation is enough to set GND in the cell.

3.2 Approximating the behavior

It is possible to use the result planes of Figure 4 to analyze
a number of aspects of the faulty behavior. We mention
three aspects here and show how to derive them from the
figure.

1. Predict faults in any fault region of the conventional
precise simulation and of any operation sequence.

2. Indicate the Rop value where the cell starts to cause
faults on the output for any sequence of operations.

3. Generate a test that detects the faulty behavior of the
defect for any resistance value and any initial floating
voltage.

(1) It is possible to predict any fault region observed by the
precise simulation shown in Figure 3. For example, Region
B5 in Figure 3 with the fault TF" can be anticipated from
Figure 4(b) that describes the sequence ofw1 operations on
Vc. The curve of (1)w1 starts at Vdd for low Rop values,
then it decreases fast and becomes lower than Vmp around
Rop � 100 k
, only for a small range of Rop values. At
this point, the w1 operation fails to set a high enough volt-
age within the cell and TF" is observed. This shows that it

is possible use the approximate analysis to derive the faulty
behavior of precise analysis.

The three result planes can also be used to approximate
the faulty behavior of any sequence of memory operations.
For example, the results shown in Figure 4 can be used to
find out the behavior of, say, 1w0w1r1 for Rop = 100 k
.
The behavior is evaluated as follows:

1. Starting with an initial Vc = Vdd = 2.4 V, check the
value of Vc after performing one w0 operation, (Vc =

Vdd)
w0
�!(Vc = 0.7 V); see dashed line of Step 1 in

Figure 4(a).

2. Using the new Vc = 0:7 V, check the value of Vc after

performing onew1 operation, (Vc = 0.7 V)
w1
�!(Vc >

1:15 V); see dashed line of Step 2 in Figure 4(b). The
figure shows that starting with Vc = GND, one w1 op-
eration pulls Vc up to 1.15 V. This means that starting
with 0.7 V > GND in the cell, a w1 operation should
pull Vc up to at least 1:15 V.

3. Using Vc > 1:15 V, check the behavior of the read op-
eration, (Vc > 1:15 V)

r
�!(Vc > 2:1 V), output = 1.

This means that the memory behaves properly and no
fault is detected using the sequence 1w0w1r1 for Rop =
100 k
.

(2) The approximate simulation can also be used to state
the Rop value below which the memory behaves properly
for any possible operation sequence. For the fault anal-
ysis shown in Figure 4, the memory would behave prop-
erly for any operation sequence as long as Rop < 200
k
. To understand why, note that a fault would only be
detected when a w1 operation fails to charge Vc up above
Vsa , or a w0 fails to discharge Vc to below Vsa , where
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Vsa is indicated by the dotted curve in Figures 4(a) and
(b) and the bold line in (c). In both situations, performing
a r after the w would detect the faulty behavior. Note that
for Rop > 200 k
, w0 fails to discharge Vc to the value
needed by r to detect a 0. This is indicated in Figure 4(a) as
a dot at the intersection between the (1)w0 curve and Vsa
curve. Note that the curve (1)w1 in Figure 4(b) does not
intersect the Vsa curve, which means that w1 operations
can never result in detecting a fault.

(3) The approximate simulation can also be used to gen-
erate a test that detects the faulty behavior caused by any
defect resistance for any initial floating voltage, in case a
fault can be detected. In the case of Figure 4, faults can be
detected with Rop � 200 k
. Inspecting the figure shows
that with Rop � 200 k
, and with any voltage Vc, the se-
quence w1w1w0r0 will detect a fault. For Rop = 200 k
,
this can be validated by noting that performing two w1 op-
erations charges Vc up from any voltage (GND or higher)
to Vdd. With Vc = Vdd, the sequence w0r0 detects a fault
as discussed in point (2) above. Therefore, the detection
condition m (:::; w1; w1; w0; r0; :::) detects any faulty be-
havior for Rop .

3.3 Fault analysis time

The approximate simulation is much less time consuming
than the precise simulation. The time needed can be de-
scribed by the following relation:

Tasim = #P �#SOS � Tsos

where #P is the number of analysis points in the analy-
sis space, #SOS is the number of SOSes to be performed
for each analysis point, and Tsos is the time needed to sim-
ulate each SOS. In the approximate simulation, #SOS =
3 since we use only 3 SOSes, a sequence of w0, w1 and
r. Furthermore, #P = #Y , where #Y is the number of
points taken along the y-axis of the analysis space (#X is
dropped since we do not take any point on the x-axis). Tsos
can be further decomposed as Tsos = To �#O, where To is
the simulation time needed for a single memory operation.

The #O for the approximate simulation depends on
how fast a given SOS charges the memory cell. However,
in order to keep a simulation accuracy along the x-axis that
is approximately as good as that of the precise simulation,
we need at most #X points along the x-axis, which means
that we need at most #O = #X . Operations, however,
usually charge Vc fast for most of the Rop range, thereby
reducing the average #O needed.

We use the analysis performed in Figure 4 as an exam-
ple, where Vc is taken to be the x-axis while Rop is taken
to be the y-axis.

1. #Y = 16 points (2 Rop values per decade on a loga-
rithmic scale)

2. #SOS = 3 (w0, w1 and r SOSes)
3. To = 10 s
4. #O � 4 (this is the average over the Rop range)
This adds up to Tasim = #Y � #SOS � To � #O =

16 � 3 � 10 � 4 = 1920 s = 0.53 hours, which is about 30
times faster than precise simulation. The difference can be
much higher if the number of operations increases. The
general theoretical worst case speedup of the approximate
simulation approach can be given by:

Speedup = Tpsim

Tasim
= 2 �#O � 3#O�1

which is an exponential speedup with respect to #O.

4 Application results

The approximate approach has been applied to analyze the
faulty behavior of a number of DRAM cell defects. This
section presents the simulation methodology first, then the
application results are discussed.

4.1 simulation methodology

The used electrical simulation model is a simplified design-
validation model of a real DRAM. The simplified model
includes one folded cell array column (2�2 memory cells,
2 reference cells, precharge devices and a sense amplifier),
one write driver and one data output buffer. The used sim-
ulation tool is Pstar which is a Spice like simulation pro-
gram.

Figure 5 shows the simulated defects. In total, there
are 7 analyzed defects: 3 opens, 2 shorts and 2 bridges.
Opens are added resistive components on signal lines
within memory cells. Shorts are resistive connections to
Vdd or GND. Bridges are resistive connections between
nodes within the memory cell. The simulated defect resis-
tance values are taken in the range (1 k
 � R � 10 M
)
on a logarithmic scale. In general, two values are simu-
lated per decade, but more points are used for interesting
regions.

For all defects, the cell voltage (Vc) has been used as
the floating node voltage in the analysis. For defects within
cells, all cell array voltages, other than Vc, are normalized
to proper initial voltages by the beginning of each memory
operation.

4.2 Simulation results

Table 1 summarizes the simulation results. Two pieces of
information are given for each simulated defect. The col-
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Figure 5. Simulated cell defects: (a) opens, (b) shorts and (c) bridges.

umn “Failing R” gives the value of the defect resistance
above or below which the cell starts to fail. The column
“Detection condition” gives a detection condition suitable
to detect the faulty behavior resulting from the defect for
any initial floating cell voltage Vc.

Table 1. Simulation results for defects shown in Figure 5.

Defect Failing R Detection condition

O1–3 (true) R � 200 k
 m(:::; w1; w1; w0; r0; :::)

O1–3 (comp.) R � 200 k
 m(:::; w0; w0; w1; r1; :::)

Sg (true) R � 1 M
 m(:::; w1; r1; :::)

Sg (comp.) R � 1 M
 m(:::; w0; r0; :::)

Sv (true) R � 400 k
 m(:::; w0; r0; :::)

Sv (comp.) R � 400 k
 m(:::; w1; r1; :::)

B1 (true) R � 200 k
 m(:::; w0; r0; :::)

B1 (comp.) R � 200 k
 m(:::; w1; r1; :::)

B2 (true) R � 200 k
 m(:::; w0; r0; :::)

B2 (comp.) R � 200 k
 m(:::; w1; r1; :::)

Each defect listed in the table has an entry (true) for de-
fects in cells on the true bit line, and an entry (comp.) for
defects in cells on the complementary bit line. The fail-
ing R value is the same for true and comp. entries. The
detection conditions for the comp. entries have the same
structure as their true counterparts, but with 1s and 0s ex-
changed.

The table shows that all defects start to fail in the re-
sistance range 200 k
 � R � 1 M
. Open resistances,
in particular, start to cause faults above a value of 200
k
, which is a relatively high value when compared to the
open-channel resistance of 4.5 k
 for the pass transistor.
This indicates, for example, that the signal lines within
cells are rather insensitive to process variations, and that
strong opens are needed to cause a failure in the cell.

The table shows that, in order to detect any faulty behav-
ior caused by cell shorts and bridges, detection conditions

are needed with only 2 operations. The first operation of
them is for initialization and the second is for sensitizing
and detecting the fault. This, in turn, means that shorts and
bridges cause static faults with #O = 1.

For faults caused by opens, a detection condition with
four memory operations is needed. The first three write
operations sensitize the fault and the fourth read operation
detects the fault. This means that opens cause dynamic
faults with#O = 3, which implies that the faults are not de-
tected by most traditional tests, such as March C–, PMOVI,
March LR and March LA.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, a new fault analysis approach, the approx-
imate simulation, has been introduced. When compared
with the conventional analysis, the approximate simulation
approach have been shown to provide a speedup that in-
creases exponentially with the number of operations ana-
lyzed. In addition, analysis methods have been given that
use the approximate simulation to provide a deeper under-
standing of the faulty behavior. The approximate analy-
sis approach is perfectly suited for analyzing the dynamic
faulty behavior of memories since the analysis time is in-
dependent of the number of operations considered. Resis-
tive defect injection and simulation of a DRAM model was
used to validate the new analysis approach.
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